Prior to the development of ASEAN Plus Three, ASEAN was the main architecture integrating countries in Southeast Asia. The organization was able to develop a closer economic cooperation
Introduction
Since the early 1990s, ASEAN in fact occupies a core position in the economic integration of Southeast Asia. Actually ASEAN was the main architecture and a driving force in integrating all countries in Southeast Asia into a form of bilateral economic partnership, i.e., free trade area. With the development of the East Asia Economic Caucus (EAEC), ASEAN+3 and the East Asia Summit initiated by ASEAN. These regional arrangements expanded and enhanced ASEAN's role, it relevance and centrality in Southeast Asia. However, ASEAN's centrality is now challenged by many new and overlapping economic cooperation arrangements in the region including the TPPA. ASEAN aims to preserve its centrality to economic co-operation within Southeast and East Asia may fall a part. The Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement which steered by the United States of America government is regarded as a major threat to ASEAN role.
Since the Open Economic Policy (OEP) announced in 1978, China knew that the country may face hurdles in developing its economy because the open door policy will generate uneasiness among her neighbors particularly ASEAN countries. The OEP may deliver a negative economic and security impact to those countries. To remove the unwanted speculation and a negative perception of their economic policies, China actively established and strenghthend economic as well as political relations with countries in the region such as creating bilateral economic relationships. ASEAN's invitation to China to join the East Asia Economic Caucus (EAEC) for instance was a first step and acts as a catalyst to the Chinese government in building a good relationship with her neighbors. Thus, economic relations between China and ASEAN developed and enhanced at a rapid pace. ASEAN and China signed FTA agreements (ACFTA) in November 2002. ACFTA covers agreements on the goods sector that was signed in November 2002. Both sides also signed agreements on investment liberalization in 2005 and agreements on services sector liberalization in 2008. Bilateral trade between ASEAN and China has increased more than 3 fold since the 1990s. In addition, since 1995 China trade with Japan, South Korea and Taiwan has soared at rapid pace. The remarkable economic expansion of China has integrated economically the Northeast and Southeast Asia countries. In 2000, ASEAN, China, Japan and South Korea agreed to develop the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI), a regional currency swap to alleviate future currency crises 1 . The CMI was proposed by China followed by a revised version via the Asian Monetary Fund proposed by Japan during the Asian financial crisis. The role of China in the CMI enhanced China's role in the region while the US role since that time has been marginalized. More overover, China had joined ASEAN Regional Forum and Six Party Talks. China involvement in these multilateral arrangements in some ways certainly had install uneasiness to the US government and challenging the US hegemony in the Asia Pacific and Southeast Asia regions. According to Breslin and Shambaugh, the American suspects that China has been using the mentioned multilateral means not as an order-building process but also as an instrument to isolate the United States in region 2 .
Before the establishment of ACFTA, the US governmnet is less emphasize and strenghten economic and political relationship in Southeast Asia. When China economic and political engagement with Southeast Asia countries accelarating at a considerable degree which in future will influence the US role in Asia Pacific and Southeast Asia, the US governmnet slowly refocusing to Southeast Asia. Therefore, to ensure the relevance of the US in Southeast Asia, the -only immediate available‖ solution was to join the P4-TPP. The involvement of the US and then to lead the -new‖ TPP (hereafter TPPA) appears to be an attempt to re-consolidate its position and significance in Southeast Asia. The US government realizes that the country's economic health in the 21 st century and beyond will depend on a stable and vibrant Asian economy 3 . Since 1945, the U.S. has supported the security, stability and economic growth in the Asia-Pacific region, eventhough not extensively, however this would be an added advantage. This history is reflected in diplomatic, economic and military relationships with various countries in Asia. The TPPA is merely not only to lessen ASEAN role but also to check and rebalance China economic and political influence in the region. As what I believes, the TPPA-led by the US is actually has a triple strategies, to reduce ASEAN role, to reduce China presence and to increase US influence in the region.
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Singapore, Chile and New Zealand were the first three countries to engage in closer economic cooperation under the group known as the Pacific Three Closer Economic Partnership (P3-CEP) in 2002. When Brunei joined the group in 2005 the group was named as the -P4‖ or Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (TPP). The four countries signed the agreement on June 5, 2005 . The agreement entered into force on May 28, 2006 . This TPP agreement 4 branded as a new standard for a trade and economic partnership agreement that comprises wide areas of economic and non-economic issues compared to many -normal‖ FTA agreements such as the agreement between ASEAN and China, ASEAN and South Korea and ASEAN-Japan covering market access (goods mobility), investment liberalization and liberalization of the services sector. The P4 countries are small countries in terms of market size and external trade growth. Therefore this agreement may not increase intra-trade and develop solid economic integration among P4 countries 5 . Other developing countries including other members of ASEAN are not keen to join the group primarily due to the inability of these countries to agree to certain provisions and issues that were negotiated in TPP. In other words, they are not ready for extensive economic liberalization as impnated in TPP agreement . Also the prospects of P4-TPP to stimulate intratrade, was assumed as not promising enough to other members of ASEAN. The intra-trade of P4-TPP is relatively smaller than the intra-trade of the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA). Major trade partners to P4-TPP members are United States, Japan and China, and these three countries are also major trade partners to ASEAN members.
Another notable reason for the reluctance to join is that none of the countries in the group is strong enough politically and economically to lead the bloc. Also there is no an anchor country to lead significantly the group. The Australian government joined the P4-TPP in 2006 but the country was unable to lead the bloc because the government lacks political influence in the region. The government's role in regionalism in Asia-Pacific and in Southeast Asia is rather weak. ASEAN and other Southeast Asian countries regard Australia and New Zealand as -nonAsian‖. Countries in these regions assume Australia and New Zealand to be -Western‖ and major allies to the United States of America. In fact, Australia needs a strong country such as the USA or Japan in any regional economic arrangement. For example, the US and Japan suggested the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) in 1989. The formation and realization of APEC was due to huge backing by the American and Japanese governments. Therefore, the bloc seems to not be attractive to other countries in the Asia Pacific region, nor in Southeast Asia nor to other members of ASEAN. Nevertheless, the TPP agreement itself may have drawn the attention of US policymakers because the agreement covers wide areas of economic and businesses interests compared to other FTA arrangements in Asia. American politicians particularly President Barack Obama and his inner circle, believed that the P4-TPP agreement could be used, modified and expanded to be re-labeled as a -new‖ TPP agreement, hereafter TPPA, and then promoted and marketed to other countries in Southeast Asia and the Asia Pacific region. The Obama administration team aggressively promotes the TPPA mainly to fulfill US interests rather than the interests of its partners.
The United States of America and the TPPA.
The US government joined the TPP on November 14, 2009 and I assume the government allegedly -hijacked‖ and then eventually led the bloc thereafter. Before the US joined the TPP group, the US already had Free Trade Agreements (FTA) with P4-TPP members such as 8 .
The Obama administration has turned the TPP into a tool to pursue America's main agenda in international trade and political issues. The P4-TPP agreement was re-drafted, modified and extended the coverage of economic and business related areas. This new TPP agreement, hereafter called TPPA. I assumed whatever subjects negotiated under Doha Round were brought into this new agreement. Some economists stated that the TPPA agreements based on US-Korea FTA which was signed on June 30, 2007 9 . The agreement is supposed to fulfill American economic interests rather than the interests of current and prospective members of TPPA. The government treated the TPPA as a stepping-stone to greater involvement in Southeast Asian and Asia Pacific economic matters as well as in politics and security more seriously and deeply 10 .
The first round of TPPA negotiation led by the US started in March 2010 with members of P4, the US, Australia, Peru, Vietnam, and Malaysia. Before 2011 the TPPA had nine participants with a small number of countries in the group that cannot achieve a sufficient scale of economy. From 2013 onwards there are 12 Trans-Pacific Partnership countries: Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States, and Vietnam. The US government is the prime mover of the TPPA agreement. The TPPA includes a wide range of economic and non-economic issues as FTA agreements signed between the US and its partners 11 . The agreement follows a US government regional economic cooperation architecture/FTA standard. The TPPA is a comprehensive agreement covering market access, non-agriculture market access (NAMA), agriculture, NTBs, services (fully liberal), IPR, pharmaceutical, T&C, investment-complete liberalization, safeguard mechanisms, transparency, e-commerce, government procurement, removal of red-tape hurdling trade and investments, dispute settlements, trade and development, trade and technology transfer, trade facilitation, trade and environment, as well as another which I suspect to be trade and labor 12 and liberal Rules of Origin (ROO). This agreement framework seems to be a mini multilateral trade negotiation. The above-mentioned subjects covered by the agreement are speculative. The actual draft of the agreement remains unknown to the public until this day.
Negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (TPPA) were anticipated to conclude in 2010 before the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders' meeting in November 2011. After 21 rounds, the 12 countries have made some significant progress but the agreement is yet to be agreed upon. The lack of consensus between members on some provisions of the Agreement has extended the deadline. Finalizing the agreement has been delayed since August 2013 mainly due to Japan. The unwillingness of the Japanese government to open her agriculture sector and to remove non-tariff barriers stalled negotiations. It seems that Japan may be re-drafting the TPPA. Until May 2014 there have been 21 rounds of negotiations of the TPPA but there is no solid indicator that the agreement will be finalized in near future.
Since its involvement in the TPPA, the US has become quite aggressive. It seems that the US plans to finalize the agreement as scheduled or before President Obama's term is over in 2016. If the TPPA materializes, it will be a legacy of the Obama administration for the American people. The agreement was restructured as mentioned and definitely favors the US economy in the long-term. Through this agreement, the Obama Administration is seeking to boost U.S. economic growth and support the creation and retention of high-quality American jobs by increasing exports to a region that includes some of the world's most robust economies and that represents more than 40 percent of global trade. The Obama Administration is working in close partnership with Congress and with a wide range of stakeholders to conclude a strong agreement that addresses issues that U.S. businesses and workers face in the 21st century.
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Why US join the TPPA. Domestic and China factors
The New Zealand government invited the US to participate in the P4-TPP in 2005 13 . However, the US government with George Bush Jr. as President, rejected full participation of the US in the TPP. In February 2008, former President Bush announced that the US would join the P-4 negotiations limited to the areas of financial services and investment. In March 2008, the US participated in P-4 negotiations on certain economic areas the US was interested in including financial services and investment. On September 22, 2008, former US Trade Representative Susan C Schwab announced that the US would begin negotiations with the P4 countries to join the TPP starting with the first round of talks in early 2009. The big question is why was the US so late in joining the TPP if the bloc would be able to produce significant benefits to the US economy? Reasons given by the US government as stated by Senator and Ambassador Susan C Schwab, the former US Trade Representative from 2006 to 2009, is that the US was hoping that the Doha Round would be concluded by 2008 or 2009, but that this expectation flattened. The TPPA seem to be the cornerstone of the Obama Administration's economic policy in the AsiaPacific region.
Besides the reason mentioned by Ms Susan above, there are a few possible reasons why the US finally joined the TPP. The first reason as stated by US Trade Representative Schwab was the possible collapse of the Doha Round. There was speculation that the Doha Round was a tool for the American government to build a new -administered trade‖ in the world economy under the auspices of the World Trade Organization (WTO). There was unhappiness among developing countries with regard to many issues, provisions and modalities of the Doha agreement. Less commitment was shown by the USA and EU governments during the Uruguay Round agreement that was signed in 1994 so that in indirect ways, developing countries -rejected‖ the Doha multilateral trade liberalization agreement. The round was supposed to be finalized in 2005 but has instead lapsed a few times. The plan by rich countries led by the USA, to -control and administer economic policy and development in developing countries‖ through the Doha Round seemed to fall apart. So far there are no solid indications that the Doha Round of the WTO will materialize in the near future.
A second possible reason for US involvement in the TPPA is the potential to utilize TPPA as one solution for the country's economic recovery and as a plan for long-term economic growth 14 . The impact of the financial crisis of 2007/2008 on the US economy is felt until today. The country's economic performance remains sluggish until the present. Real GDP growth hovered around 3 percent from 2008 to 2013. Even though unemployment rates have declined from 11 percent in 2009 to 8 percent in 2013, the labor market situation remains tight and sluggish. Budget deficits increased significantly every year and policy changes failed to generate market confidence. In addition, the current account of balance of payments is persistently in a deficit and has become a major headache to the government. The quantitative easing policy with a lower interest rates is also unable to stimulate private investment as an engine of economic recovery and growth. The future of the US economy seems to be bleak as competition in the global commodity market will be very competitive in the 21st century. Developing countries including China may devalue their currencies as a way to stimulate and strengthen growth in the economy via the exports sector which would further hurt the US exports sector. Therefore, it is believed that the TPPA has considerable strategic economic significance to the US in searching for new markets and creating fresh growth opportunities through international trade 15 . Since Southeast Asia is speculated to become the new center of world economic growth in the 21 st century, the US via TPPA plans to grasp economic opportunities in Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia's intraregional trade as a share of total trade is far above that of any other developing region and is closer to that of high-income countries 16 . The region has overtaken NAFTA in terms of intraregional trade as a share of total trade of the region with the world and has been catching up with the European Union 17 .
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The large and growing markets of the Asia-Pacific region are already key destinations for US manufactured goods, agricultural products, and services suppliers, and the TPPA will further deepen this trade and investment. As a group, the TPPA countries are the largest goods and services export market for the United States. US exports of goods to the broader Asia-Pacific region totaled $942 billion in 2012, representing 61 percent of total US goods exports. US exports of agricultural products to the region totaled $106 billion in 2012, 75 percent of total US agricultural exports 18 . Private services exports totaled $226 billion in 2011, 38 percent of total US private services exports to the world. America's small and medium-sized enterprises alone exported $247 billion to the Asia-Pacific region in 2011 19 .
The third possible reason is a threat of US Dollar (USD) role by the Chinese government move in internationalizing yuan in international economy, i.e promoting and increasing utilizing yuan in international transactions with her major economic partners. Since 2009 China has signed currency (RMB) bilateral swap agreements with 25 countries and the total amount of the swap arrangement was over 2.7 trillion yuan 20 . The main intention of the swap arrangement is to increase usage of yuan/Remimbi in international trade between China's partners. In other word, the arrangement is to reduce usage of US dollar (USD) between China and her trade partners in trading. In the case of bilateral agreement between China and Russia in Novemver 2010, both countries have abandoned using USD as the medium of exchange in bilateral trade, and using their own currencies in international payments. Regarding the matter and which may irk US government is the monetary cooperation between People Bank of China (PBOC) and European Central Bank (ECB) had establish bilateral agreement on currency swap arrangement on 9 October 2013. The swap line has a maximum size of 350 billion yuan or 45 billion euro. Related to the issue, on March 28, 2014, the PBOC and the Deutsche Bundesbank signed a memorandum of understanding in establishing a clearing and settlement arrangement of yuan payments in Frankfurt. Also, on March 31, 2014, the PBOC and Bank of England signed a memorandum of understanding regarding yuan clearing and settlement arrangements in London. If the usage of yuan in international economic increase the government may proceed to a full yuan convertibility, and this would challenge the role of USD in international economy. Chinese goods and investments have reached every corner of the world. The aggression of the Chinese government and investors for mineral and energy sources has increased competition for natural resources predominantly -controlled‖ by the US and other members of G-7. These developments seem to have escalated tensions for American policy makers with regard to maintaining future, sustainable sources of energy. The growing influence of China on the world economy has increased the level of uneasiness for US politicians and business communities.
China's total exports to the TPPA group in 2001 was approximately USD120.3 billion and imports from the members at about USD94.2 billion 24 . This trade increased to USD730.2 billion and USD 555.2 billion in 2012 respectively. Compared to ASEAN + 3, total exports in 2012 was approximately USD444.2 billion and imports at about USD540.1 billion. For APEC in 2012, China -APEC intra-trade recorded exports was approximately USD130.6 billion and imports about USD1142.5 billion. In case of the US, total exports to TPPA members were lower than China. In 2012, US total exports to TPPA members were near USD688.8 billion while imports were about USD856.5. The US has a trade deficit with the TPPA members, in aggregate 25 . Total exports to ASEAN+3 in 2012, was about USD298.5 billion while imports were | 58 near USD783.0 billion. Exports to APEC in 2012 was about USD941.6 billion and imports USD1493.7 billion, and the US faces trade deficits with APEC members, in aggregate 26 .
To contain China and not be isolated from Southeast Asia, the US government is aggressively pushing and promoting the TPPA in the region and at the same time strengthening political and economic relations with countries in Southeast Asia and with South Korea, Japan and other Pacific island countries. This is important: Creating a large economic or trade bloc could possibly hinder China's economic progression and political influence in the region. Close allies to the US government particularly Australia, New Zealand and Singapore have had good political and economic relations with countries in TPPA and also formed bilateral economic comprehensive partnerships with some TPPA countries. This is an added advantage to the US since the TPPA may have strong -backing‖ by the allies. The objective of the Obama administration to strengthen a closer engagement with Southeast Asia and Asia-Pacific countries would be easier since this effort would have strong support from America's close trade partners/allies. Therefore, there is an opportunity for the US government to increase its presence in Southeast Asia through TPPA. The US plans to make the TPPA as a main flagship of an American trade initiative in the region. The US government attempted to dictate to China's government on economic and political matters by pressuring for yuan revaluation in the early 2000s. Other members of G-7 particularly Japan also demanded that the Chinese government revalue the yuan 29 . The pressure for yuan revaluation started since the time of former President Bush Jr.'s administration. During the Bush period, Sino-US trade frictions and China bashing emerged. The government pressured the Chinese to correct the trade deficit so that American goods would be able to penetrate the Chinese market. The American government argued that cheap Chinese products in term of the US dollar had caused American goods unable to compete with Chinese goods in the world commodity market. There were too many -unpleasant voices and noises‖ from G-7 countries. So with the intention to preserve the export markets, in July 2005 the Chinese government de-pegged the yuan. However, the Chinese government still manages the exchange rate of the yuan against the dollar. Based on the USD/Yuan exchange rate trend, the Chinese government adopted a -crawling-pegged system‖. Since de-pegging, the yuan has appreciated and the appreciation of the yuan against the dollar is about 20%. The move to -manage‖ China by making their goods expensive or less competitive via exchange rates in the world economy in fact has failed. Therefore which I believed the TPPA was adopted as a second measure by the US to isolate and discriminate against Chinese goods in Southeast Asia and limiting China's ascendency in economy performance, and also to diminish China political influence in the region.
Chinese Government Response to US-led TPPA
China has suspected that the US deliberately excluded them from joining the TPPA. If both countries were at the negotiation table, these two major powers may have prevented the conclusion of the agreement. I believe that the US does not want to have another -strong‖ country in the group, otherwise the US will be unable to maneuver or -control‖ the bloc, ensuring that US interests will be preserved. Most political economists see that the TPPA as a plan to reduce China's presence in Southeast Asia. In an article published in the People's Daily, an official newspaper of the Communist Party of China, a journalist, Ding Gang, states that -the U.S. does not want to be squeezed out of the Asia-Pacific region by China…(the) TPP is superficially an economic agreement but contains an obvious political purpose to constrain China's rise" 30 .
The Chinese government anticipated that there is actually -a conspiracy between the US and their allies, namely Japan, Australia, New Zealand and some members of ASEAN‖ to -kill‖ In November 2002 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, members of ASEAN and China signed the Treaty of Amity of Friendship and Cooperation and the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DOC) with the desire to promote peaceful, friendly and harmonious environment in the South China Sea. On July 21, 2011 in Bali, Indonesia, ASEAN and China adopted the Guidelines to implement the DOC. Although all parties signed a DOC to peacefully settle the dispute, so far it has failed to bring any successful solutions. China has not stepped back even an inch from its vast sovereignty claims over the SCS. This has become a flash point enabling outside powers to destabilize ASEAN-China relations 36 . The SCS issue suggests that the emergence of China is actually -dangerous‖ to stability and peace in Southeast Asia. ASEAN also fears that the South China Sea will become a battleground between China and the USA. They perceive the growing influence of China as a threat to regional peace. On the other hand, many members of ASEAN enjoy close relations and security cooperation with the US 37 . ASEAN members regard the US as a key offshore balancer 38 . Therefore, it would be less troublesome for the US government to preserve its interests in the South China Sea. The principal U.S. interest in Southeast Asia today lies in countering and ultimately moderating China's aggressive claims and behavior that threaten regional peace, security, and prosperity 39 .
As a kind of -insurance policy‖ or hedging against the negative impact or risk of the TPPA, China actively pursued other trade arrangements with its neighbors. The government engaged closer economic ties with Central Asia and Russia under the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) 40 . Some believed that one of the original purposes of the SCO was to serve as a counter-balance to NATO and the United States and in particular to avoid conflicts that would allow the United States to intervene in areas bordering Russia and China. The SCO not only engaged in political and security matters but also enhanced a deep economic cooperation. The United States applied to be an observer in the SCO during the administration of George Bush Jr., but the application was rejected in 2006.
Another notable arrangement that the Chinese government is energetically involved in is the sub-regional development of the Greater Mekong Sub-Region (GMS) which was developed in 1992. The GMS is a regional economic cooperation mechansim within the Langcang-Mekong River Basin. The GMS covers the western part of China, Laos, Vietnema, Cambodia, Eastern and Northern part of Thailand and Myanmar. The Chinese government was seen as actively involved in the GMS. The GMS development has stimulated industrialization and urbanization of the Related to GMS, in May 2014 the Chinese government plans to begin building an economic corridor between the western part of China and Myanmar, Bangladesh, and the eastern and northeastern parts of India known as the BCIM corridor 45 . This proposed economic corridor covers about 1.65 million square kilometers. This region is a market of 2.8 billion people with a GDP of USD9.3 trillion in 2011. The BCIM corridor would be another region which will produce huge benefits to people and business communities of China. For this corridor development the Chinese government has proposed 20 projects worth about USD53.87 billions. The projects involve highways, airports, hydropower and wind power stations in the western region including Sichuan, Yunnan, Xinjiang and Tibet 46 . The Chinese government has increased closer economic relations with countries in Africa and Latin America. China trade and investment to those countries have increased significantly. China has become a major trade partner for African countries. Trade between the two regions was over USD100 billion during the 2000s. African natural resources particularly crude oil represents an attraction for Chinese investors. China imports 30 percent of its crude oil from Africa compared to the US that imports about 15 percent from Africa 47 .
Besides the above reasons, the Chinese government has started to focus on buidling up a strong diplomatic and economic relationship with her neighbours i.e Central Asia countries. In 1997 the Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) was created. CAREC was proposed by Asian Development Bank (ADB) to encourage economic cooperation among countries in Central Asia. Most countries of Central Asia are land-locked, located strategically and have a solid connectivity. Surprisingly, CAREC includes only the China as a global trade actor for the region. As of 2013, 146 CAREC-related projects worth around $22.4 billion have been implemented in the four core areas of cooperation-transport, trade facilitation, trade policy, and energy 48 . China actually has became one of the economic forces in Central Asia, with trade between China and the five Central Asian states rising from $527 million per year in 1992 to $30 billion annually by 2010 49 . China seems is turning to Central Asia. In a policy paper by Wang Jisi 50 which was presented in October 2012, encouraged the Chinese government to "march westwards". As American government expanding their influence in the Far East, Wang suggested that Chinese policymakers should focus on developing China's economic and diplomatic relationships with its Western neighbours, i.e Central Asia 51 . This is because cooperation and competition have not established yet in the region significantly 52 . This actually a golden opportunity to Chinese leaders to solidify its international presence in Central Asia. This region should be a bigger target for Chinese government and investors to integrate the region firmly and as a bold strategy to ensure China presence and its relevance, and to shrug off American influence in the region considerably.
Another surprise move was made by the Chinese government in retaliation and response to the US-led TPPA of April 30, 2014 . China plans to explore the possibility of the development of the Asia-Pacific Free Trade Area (FTAAP) at the APEC meeting in late 2014. This move is a strategic counter to the US-led TPPA. Instead of focusing on the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) (to be discussed in a subsequent sub-section), China may be looking at the FTAAP as its other tool to mitigate adverse impacts arising from the TPPA toward China. FTAAP is the larger economic bloc that encompasses all 21 APEC members. Therefore,
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pushing the proposal will not just complement the TPPA but also absorb the 12 member TPPA within the larger free trade bloc. At the APEC summit at Beijing on 11 November 2014, the members of the group agreed with China's proposal establishing the FTAAP. This develepment indicates that China now effectively in the driver's seat, seizing the global free trade initiative away from the US and breaking the TPPA.
The TPPA was seen as the most credible pathway to broader Asia-Pacific regional economic integration. However since the move made by Chinese to pursue FTAAP, which I believe as a countering strategy to TPPA-led by The US, and to ensure that China interests in Southeast Asia is preserved, so the TPPA seem to be no longer as a pathfinder to FTAAP. Chinese now on driver seat to navigate the possibility of FTAAP development. Therefore the American government wants the TPPA to grow into a regional FTA covering the 21 APEC countries seem to fall apart. Moreover, the FTAAP proposal also will mean that the RCEP is firmly established as the other cornerstone of the country's free trade policy 55 with ASEAN losing its grip on the RCEP, meaning losing its place in leading the RCEP. The proposal of a possible development of FTAAP indirectly indicates China's aspiration for a global role and to install the country's position firmly as one of the world's economic powers.
China, ASEAN and RCEP
The -Asia-centric‖ approach differs from the US-led TPPA negotiations in terms of its nonbinding and voluntary approach as opposed to the strict and binding track of the TPPA. The TPPA actually has a pronounced -non-Asian‖ flavor to economic integration efforts in Asia. For several economies negotiating the framework of the TPPA common to other -Asia-centric‖ negotiation frameworks as well, the challenges of complying with the two different approaches and their demands can be daunting. The idea of the RCEP was to reconcile the two long-standing proposals into a large region-wide trade agreement, i.e., the East Asian Free Trade Agreement (EAFTA) that included ASEAN, China, Japan and South Korea and the Comprehensive Economic Partnership (CEP) comprised of Australia, India and New Zealand. The RCEP will establish a deeper economic cooperation than the existing FTA agreements. The RCEP was suggested by ASEAN at the ASEAN leaders summit in Bali, Indonesia in November 2011. At the East Asia Summit on November 20, 2012 in Cambodia, the leaders of the 16 participating countries endorsed and launched the RCEP framework. In May 2013, participating countries began the negotiations and are scheduled to conclude by the end of 2015.
Since the early 1990s, ASEAN in fact occupies a core position in the economic integration of Southeast Asia. Actually ASEAN was the main architecture and a driving force in integrating all countries in Southeast Asia into a form of bilateral economic partnership, i.e., free trade area. With the development of the East Asia Economic Caucus (EAEC), ASEAN+3 and the East Asia Summit initiated by ASEAN it is believed that the RCEP would expand ASEAN's role and centrality in Southeast Asia. However, ASEAN's centrality is challenged by many new and overlapping economic cooperation arrangements in the region including the TPPA. ASEAN aims to preserve its centrality to economic co-operation within Southeast and East Asia. If ASEAN does not respond effectively to potential competition between the TPPA and RCEP, ASEAN's role as a driving force in the various regional arrangements in the future is likely to decline. Another potential factor that could reduce ASEAN's role and relevance in Southeast Asia is the | 62 rivalry between the US and China in the region. Some people have argued that ASEAN would most likely be able to take the helm of the region because the RCEP was put forward to avoid Japan and China fighting for controlling regionalism in Southeast Asia. Since most members of RCEP exhibit stable economic growth the RCEP seems to be attractive to Japan and China.
Prior to the RCEP development, Japan and South Korea favored and suggested ASEAN plus 6 other countries (China, Japan, South Korea, India, Australia and New Zealand). However, China initially wanted to have ASEAN plus 3 (China, Japan and South Korea) included in the pact. However a counter proposal from the American-led TPPA in which China is excluded, may have changed China's intention toward ASEAN+ 6 so that the RCEP was warmly accepted by the Chinese government.
The RCEP and TPPA are multi-track and multi-speed arrangements that will alter and reshape regionalism in Southeast Asia. The TPPA and RCEP seem to have become rivals to each other in the present and in the near future. The RCEP group has a total population of over 3 billion people representing 49 per cent of the world's population. Based on 2012 data, the RCEP has a combined GDP of about $21 trillion, roughly accounting for 30 percent of world total GDP, and a trade share estimated at around 27 per cent of global trade. Trade share within the region is about 44.12 percent and makes up 26 per cent of the world's FDI inflows. The huge trade is directly linked to three of the largest economies in the world, China, India and Japan. The RCEP would create the world's largest trading bloc compared to the TPPA. In the case of the TPPA, the total population of the group is about 800 million. Based on 2012 data, the TPPA group share of global GDP is approximately 38.2 percent, trade share within the region about 41.6 percent, and trade share near 22 percent of global trade. Based on these figures, the RCEP appears to be more promising than the TPPA.
Therefore, competition to dominate the region would seem to be between the ASEAN-led RCEP and the US-led Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPPA). Even though the RCEP and TPPA have quite similar objectives such as trade liberalization and economic integration, the RCEP is less ambitious than the TPPA. The ASEAN-led RCEP is a more ‗Asian approach' of gradual trade liberalization. The US-led TPP is quite aggressive and plans for deeper economic integration than the RCEP. The TPPA covers not only those issues included in a regular FTA, but also includes provisions for non-economic issues as elaborated in the previous sub-section so that it will be difficult for developing countries to agree on. In contrast, the RCEP offers flexibility, for example, allowing for decisions to be made through any agreed modality and enabling special and differential treatment of ASEAN members enabling a more generous consideration of each nation-state's needs. The RCEP appears to be more inclusive and flexible as it was designed to cater to diverse circumstances and development gaps within ASEAN and between ASEAN and its FTA partners. The two agreements are quite different in their approach, process and potentially quite different in outcomes. The TPPA has completed 21 rounds of negotiations while the RCEP is still in its early stages 56 with the sudden rise of the RCEP due to many concerns in Asia has about the TPPA.
In line with its pivot toward Asia, the US has led the expansion of membership of the TPPA and the government has encouraged other APEC countries to join the group. The rationale for expanding the membership of the TPPA is to meet economic challenges that the US would face in the 21st century. Additionally, if more countries join the TPPA this would mean that the US role in Asia Pacific and Southeast Asia is acknowledged and would eventually marginalize China in these regions. The US-led TPPA and ASEAN-led RCEP may fall into conflict. Competition between the two groups has the potential to divide ASEAN members and Southeast Asian countries. China and India are not presently part of the TPPA negotiations. If both of these economies joined RCEP (both countries are already in the group), their membership could build a new configuration game in Southeast Asia and pose a challenge to the TPPA. The TPPA and RCEP are game-changers in regional economic governance and architecture. There is political tension between the US and China where each country wants to shape economic cooperation in Southeast Asia in order to secure each of its economic interests. Consequently, rivalry between | 63 these two countries might become the predominant factor in how the regional economic architecture will be developed as an entirety encompassing Southeast Asia.
Some ASEAN members were concerned that if some of them joined the TPPA this could possibly create disharmony among their political and economic ties. Since the US is aggressively pushing the TPPA among APEC members, ASEAN countries realize that its role in economic integration in Southeast Asia maybe be weakened if the TPPA materializes and is able to attract other countries into joining the group. A fear is that the US will eventually remove ASEAN leadership or marginalize the leadership's role in the region. The US has meanwhile succeeded in strengthening economic and political ties with a number of ASEAN members since Obama became President. Therefore, the US rebalancing strategy may produce an impact on the centrality of ASEAN in regional cooperation. Furthermore, the TPPA could be used to rebalance Asia against China's rising influence. The American media has suggested that the TPPA is being used to counteract China's economic influence in the region. President Obama clearly stated in his election campaign that he would promote the TPPA in order to pressure China into adhering to international trade rules and international law.
I suspects that the US attempt to re-balance its strategy in the Asia-Pacfic region has motivated ASEAN into forming a new framework of cooperation and speeding the realization of ASEAN+6 or plans for the EAFTA in which this framework would maintain ASEAN relevance in Southeast Asia. Therefore, the author believes that the development of the RCEP will stand against the TPPA. The RCEP hopes to slow down the process of the US-led TPPA or even destroy it altogether. China is an important driving force for achieving the RCEP. China always respects and supports the leading role of ASEAN in regional cooperation. At the same time, China is concerned about the TPPA that excludes its participation in negotiations. Up to now the nature of the TPPA is still ambiguous and is presumed to be part of the US program to contain China. Therefore, it is obvious that China supports RCEP in reaction to the potential risks.
Conclusion
One of biggest questions in regional economic integration development in Southeast Asia is the role of China and how Japan and its allies confront the emergence of Chinese power in the region. Japan is more concerned with monetary matters or trade gain rather than building coherent and sustainable relationships with other countries in Asia including members of ASEAN. Since China has established economic linkages with ASEAN and has become the third largest trade partner to the organization, this has produced concerns for the US and Japan and their close allies. The US and Japan are worried about the growing economic and political influence of China in Southeast Asia. Therefore they plan to block realization of the Chinese government's vision to become the leader in regionalism and economic development in Southeast Asia. The Obama administration committed that the US would safeguard US and US allies' interests in Asia-Pacific and in Southeast Asia. One solution is the US joining and leading the TPPA since December 2009. Through the TPPA, the US is attempting to avoid any marginalization in trade and market access in the region. China will be affected economically and politically by the US-led TPPA. As a hedging strategy to US involvement in Southeast Asia and Asia Pacific via the TPPA, China has promptly developed new economic engagements with neighbor countries in South Asia and Central Asia. However, the issues around the South China Sea may derail China's effort in maintaining pleasant economic and political ties with members of ASEAN developed since the early 1990s. If the relationship between China and ASEAN is heading toward political tension, we may see the US leading the Southeast Asia and Asia Pacific regions, sidelining China and ASEAN.
As for the TPPA, is expected to develop a level playing field for businesses in the Asia and Pacific region. However, the group's members have different levels of economic development. Issues that are covered under the TPPA will require significant reforms in domestic industrial and | 64 economic policies for most of the members. These may raise challenges for developing countries that need economic reforms and for economies that have state-owned enterprises. While it is possible that the RCEP and TPPA may generate competition between the two trade arrangements, both are potential pathways to a free trade area of the Asia and Pacific region (FTAAP).
The US-led TPPA may cause serious implications to ASEAN's role in integrating countries in Southeast Asia. ASEAN has signed comprehensive trade liberalization packages with non-ASEAN members such as China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand and India. Whether the approach is ASEAN+3 or ASEAN+6 is feasible, the main argument in this article is that the TPPA will complicate matters between governments by liberalizing trade under the existing free trade agreement. Furthermore the TPPA is not an -ordinary‖ FTA agreement. It is a mini-multilateral trade liberalization which covers not only market access, but a number of critical subjects negotiated under the Doha round and brought into the TPPA. If TPPA is finalized it will undermine the effectiveness of ASEAN in developing fair and equitable trade liberalization.
Notes
